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Where the sidewalk ends, community grows. So does healthy, organically-grown
food; eco-literacy and environmental stewardship; access for all; and that community morale
booster, pride. The members of the Dunwoody Community Garden at Brook Run took an
unloved, unused piece of land and turned it into a productive asset to the community within
seven weeks, celebrating its grand opening on August 23, 2009, the first day of National
Community Gardening Week, and began donating to people in need just six weeks later.
July, 2009

June, 2010

What Is the Dunwoody Community Garden?
Year-1 Recap
The Dunwoody Community Garden is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization that established and
operates the first community garden in the City of Dunwoody. It has a board of directors
consisting of up to seven volunteers who head up specific aspects of the garden, and has just
established an advisory committee as well. Its core tenets are: be simple and scalable, use
organic growing methods, model environmental stewardship, enable access for all, and foster a
learning/research environment.
The Dunwoody Community Garden consists of a fenced, unlocked 8,000-square-foot area that
includes 60 plots plus extensive border plantings, more than 20% of which produces food
donated to a local food pantry (about 300 pounds of food has been donated so far, for a
donated value of close to $2000). Additionally, the garden area includes a covered pavilion
with an outdoor classroom, several shady seating areas, a creek, storm water mitigation
demonstrations including native plantings, cover cropping, and a rain garden; a demonstration
Native American 3-Sisters patch; a berry patch; a hand-filled water system; and an area for tools,
compost, wood chips and other typical garden supplies.
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The Dunwoody Community Garden is accessible and inviting to all and has become in a very
short time one of the most popular and active community gathering places in the newest city in
the United States. More than 50 local families pay a nominal fee to be plot-holding members of
the garden, yet many more participate in workshops, planting days, tours, scout outings, and inkind donations, including those from local businesses such as Bill Grant Homes, Custom Signs
Today, Farmer D Organics, Trees Plus, Handy Andy, Sustenance Design, and more.
Its first-year accomplishments have been so extensive that the American Community Gardening
Association selected it for prestigious inclusion on one of its community garden tours at its
national conference on August 5, less than one year after the garden opened. Additionally, the
Dunwoody Community Garden board of directors is committed to serving as a catalyst for new
gardens and has been instrumental in helping start a Dunwoody school garden, the second
community garden in Dunwoody (the Georgetown Recreation Center), and a “chef’s garden” at a
restaurant in Buckhead, as well as reviving two community gardens in neighbor cities (Norcross
and Sandy Springs). Interested parties from all over Atlanta continue to visit the garden weekly
for ideas and inspiration for the creation of home, school, and community gardens elsewhere.
With both city and county permission to utilize the land, the Dunwoody Community Garden has
been completely funded and created by citizen sweat and dollars as well as business and
community group donations in labor and materials. It represents an investment of at least
$11,000 in materials and 58,000 volunteer hours.
Dunwoody Community Garden Elements
Food Growing: 60 plots plus border plots broken down as follows: 54 personally tended by
member families, 6 plots dedicated to the food pantry effort, numerous demonstration and food
pantry border beds, and a side pumpkin patch and berry patch.
Additional Plantings: Front flower beds planted and tended by the Dunwoody Garden Club,
plus crimson and white clover cover crops as well as native piedmont plantings and a wildflower
meadow for erosion control and ecosystem diversity.
Educational Components: Organic growing methods, environmental stewardship, stormwater
mitigation, diverse ecosystem development, outdoor classroom, children’s “dig-in” area, water
conservation, pollinator habitats. We consider ourselves a “learning garden” and have no less
than 50 research experiments going on at any given time. “Mistakes” are welcome!
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Social Justice: Limited mobility gardening accommodations, food pantry commitment, access
for all at all times the park is open, examples of replicable home gardening examples for minimal
cost; a planting area to be tended by developmentally-disabled adults (coming soon!), and a
small children’s sensory integration trail being specifically designed for those on the Autism
spectrum but usable by all.
Waste Stream Repurposing: Used cinder blocks and other reclaimed construction materials
form several of our beds and other garden components, quickly renewable bamboo harvested
from Dunwoody backyards supports our vine-growing crops, a pickle juice container holds our
water, wood chips from a local tree company line our paths, county compost fills our flower beds
and assists with erosion control, a children’s sand box is filled with local river sand, and spent
grains from a local brewery creates specialty compost proven to boost crop production.
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What Is the Growth Plan for the Dunwoody Community Garden?
Year-2 Vision
The Dunwoody Community Garden aspires to be an easily-accessible, living example of a wide
range of sustainability practices and to serve as an educational and inspirational asset for the
community. Additionally, it seeks to further establish itself as a pre-eminent community garden
model for not only the Atlanta metropolitan area, but for the region and country. It already
showcases the three-pronged aspects of sustainability (environmental, economic, and social) and
has the potential to be a significant component in tourism development efforts as a premier
example of urban agriculture.
To complete the vision of the Dunwoody Community Garden (see visual that follows), Phase 2
Development includes:
Vegetable Grow-Space Expansion Area
The vegetable grow-space at the Dunwoody Community Garden “sold out” to citizens within 48
hours of being announced. We immediately expanded 33% to accommodate more citizens.
Although some members have left the garden due to time constraints, relocation, or other
personal reasons and we have therefore been able to move some people off the waiting list, the
garden has proven to be very popular and more families continually add their names to the
waiting list. As a result, we have had a waiting list of between 20-30 families all year.
We believe it is more equitable to the community to provide more opportunities to more citizens
to have their own plots. We see the replication of our existing footprint as a viable solution. The
small, “weedy” back area, already a visually-logical part of our garden space, would provide the
solution. What’s more, Crop Mob Atlanta has offered to provide 75 volunteers for three hours in
late August to prepare this area in time for the fall growing season (crops need to be planted by
September 15). We envision this expansion area as an opportunity for fewer but slightly larger
plots so that those who have already moved beyond “beginner” can make space in the Phase 1
garden for newcomers. Also, we intend to include two long rows dedicated to the food pantry in
the expansion area, thereby increasing our capability to help feed those in need as well as
providing another pilot example of a different growing model. We have already had interest from
community groups in being involved with this potential grow space.
We require no financial assistance from the City of Dunwoody for this initiative.
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ADA-Accessible Area
The Dunwoody Community Garden vegetable growing space is not ADA-accessible. We have,
however, discovered a way that we could create wheelchair-enabled gardening that is accessible
via an existing sidewalk from an existing parking lot. We have already positioned an Eagle
Scout-donated bench in this location so that those with mobility issues can enjoy viewing the
garden, if not yet actually digging in it. We desire to build ADA-accessible beds in this location
and to fence them for deer protection so that we can adhere to one of our Dunwoody Community
garden core tenets: access for all.
We require no financial assistance from the City of Dunwoody for this initiative.
Linear Orchard
Four facts lead us to conclude that a linear orchard makes logical sense as an addition to the
Dunwoody Community Garden:
1. The right side of our garden area experiences severe storm water issues, which we have
worked diligently to mitigate throughout the past year. One of the strategies we utilize is
the inclusion of additional plantings to uptake more water, thereby minimizing erosion as
well as runoff. Our efforts have already shown marked improvement in the area, but
adding fruit trees would help more.
2. We aim to donate a Ton (2,000 pounds) for Hunger this year to a Dunwoody-based
weekly food pantry that serves approximately 70 client families per week. Although our
accomplishments to date have been noteworthy (we have donated about 300 pounds for a
donated food value of close to $2000), we expect to fall short of our goal. Best practices
from other cities indicate that the inclusion of pound-intensive fruit makes a significant
difference in the amount of food a city can donate to those in need.
3. There is no source of public produce in our city and fruit trees are an easy way to increase
ecosystem diversity, environmental awareness in our children, and food security for all.
4. We have the space, it would beautify the path to the back field, and it would provide
welcome shade to that public recreation/outdoor education area.
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The Atlanta Local Food Initiative (ALFI) has established a list of climate-appropriate fruit trees
that do well in organic growing environments in our area. ALFI holds a fruit tree sale in
conjunction with Georgia Organics each January. We request permission to establish a linear
orchard in January, 2011.
We require no financial assistance from the City of Dunwoody for this initiative.
“Bridge-to-Bridge” Woodland Path
As part of a massive clean-up effort when we started the Dunwoody Community Garden, we
reclaimed a lovely pavilion area. There is a woodland path connected to this area which contains
two wooden bridges that are in dangerous disrepair. We see the restoration of this “bridge-tobridge” woodland path as a valuable addition to our community. We have access to Eagle Scout
candidates who would welcome the opportunity to create a safe, usable woodland path for
families, schoolchildren, and others enjoying the extended recreational and educational
opportunities of the Dunwoody Community Garden in a “natural” setting.
We require no financial assistance from the City of Dunwoody for this initiative.
The Greenhouse
The area previously known as the Care and Share Horticultural Center provides unique
community outreach and inclusion opportunities and the Dunwoody Community garden desires
the ability to be stewards of that space as it aligns perfectly with our mission. We intend to
explore proactive, positive ways to:
* Engage a wide variety of community groups;
* Encourage green job training initiatives;
* Provide a grow space for home, school and community gardens as well as city landscaping;
* Serve as an educational asset to the community;
* Expand access for all;
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* Showcase more fully the potential of urban agriculture and a city committed to the principles
of sustainability.
Best practices from greenhouse initiatives elsewhere lead us to conclude that the greenhouse area
could be a robust heartbeat in our community environmentally, socially, and economically.
We welcome to the opportunity to discuss visions for the greenhouse area in more detail with the
City of Dunwoody.
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Dunwoody Community Garden Plan at a Glance
Overall Garden Area
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Phase 1 Vegetable Grow-Space

Thank you for your time and consideration. We invite you to come tour our beautiful
garden area and to share your ideas about our vision for Year 2 and beyond.

Rebecca Barria
Bob Lundsten
Don Converse
Page Olson
Angela Minyard
Pattie Baker
representing the members of the Dunwoody Community Garden plus all those in our larger
community who have enjoyed this important addition to the City of Dunwoody.

